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Models have been formulated for monospecific stands in which canopy photosynthesis is determined by the

vertical distribution of leaf area, nitrogen and light. In such stands, resident plants can maximize canopy

photosynthesis by distributing their nitrogen parallel to the light gradient, with high contents per unit leaf area

at the top of the vegetation and low contents at the bottom. Using principles from game theory, we expanded these

models by introducing a second species into the vegetation, with the same vertical distribution of biomass and

nitrogen as the resident plants but with the ability to adjust its specific leaf area (SLA, leaf area: leaf mass). The

rule of the game is that invaders replace the resident plants if they have a higher plant carbon gain than those of

the resident plants. We showed that such invaders induce major changes in the vegetation. By increasing their

SLA, invading plants could increase their light interception as well as their photosynthetic nitrogen-use efficiency

(PNUE, the rate of photosynthesis per unit organic nitrogen). By comparison with stands in which canopy

photosynthesis is maximized, those invaded by species of high SLA have the following characteristics : (1) the leaf

area index is higher; (2) the vertical distribution of nitrogen is skewed less; (3) as a result of the supra-optimal

leaf area index and the more uniform distribution of nitrogen, total canopy photosynthesis is lower. Thus, in

dense canopies we face a classical tragedy of the commons: plants that have a strategy to maximize canopy carbon

gain cannot compete with those that maximize their own carbon gain. However, because of this strategy, individual

as well as total canopy carbon gain are eventually lower. We showed that it is an evolutionarily stable strategy

to increase SLA up to the point where the PNUE of each leaf is maximized.

Key words: analytical model, canopy, game theory, nitrogen, photosynthetic nitrogen-use efficiency, specific leaf

area.



For the past three decades the process of photo-

synthesis has been studied extensively. This has

improved our understanding to such an extent that

relatively simple biochemically based models can

now adequately describe the processes that occur at

leaf level (Farquhar et al., 1980). Similarly, there

have been considerable achievements in modelling

the carbon gain of the whole canopy. One of the

first steps has been to describe the decrease in

irradiance with increasing depth of the vegetation by

the Lambert–Beer law (Monsi & Saeki, 1953). Field

(1983) showed that for maximal carbon gain by a

canopy, nitrogen should be distributed so that in

each layer of the vegetation the slope of the graph of

*Author for correspondence (fax 31 30 251 8366; e-mail

h.poorter!bio.uu.nl).

photosynthesis against nitrogen should be equal. An

implication of this condition is that nitrogen distri-

bution within the canopy follows the distribution of

light and, consequently, that photosynthetic capacity

is lower in lower parts of the vegetation (Field, 1983).

Especially in dense stands this has been recurrently

found (Werger & Hirose, 1991).

Hirose & Werger (1987) developed a model of the

distribution of leaf area, light and nitrogen in the

vegetation to evaluate the consequences of different

patterns of nitrogen investment for the carbon gain

of the canopy. This static model, later refined by

Anten et al. (1995b), showed that in dense canopies

the actual, non-uniform distribution of nitrogen

results in a carbon gain 10–30%higher than in a stand

with a similar amount of nitrogen, distributed

uniformly over the vertical axis (Fig. 1a). However,

these models also show that total canopy photo-
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Fig. 1. (a) The rate of photosynthesis of a canopy with a uniform distribution of nitrogen over the vertical axis

compared with the actual canopy photosynthesis (A
UNIFORM

}A
OBSERVED

) (closed triangles) and the values at the

optimal nitrogen distribution relative to the observed values (A
OPTIMAL

}A
OBSERVED

) (closed circles). Data are

from herbaceous canopies studied by Hirose & Werger (1987); Pons et al. (1989); Schieving et al. (1992b);

Evans (1993); Anten et al. (1995a) and are plotted against the LAI of the stand. (b) Calculated canopy

photosynthesis in a stand in which LAI is presumed to be optimized (with respect to canopy photosynthesis)

relative to the canopy photosynthesis observed in stands growing naturally (A
OPTIMAL

}A
OBSERVED

), plotted

against the ratio of LAI in an optimized stand compared with the observed LAI. Data are from Schieving

et al. (1992b) and Anten et al. (1995a, 1998).

synthesis could have been even higher than the

actual rate for a similar amount of leaf nitrogen per

unit ground area. Extra fixation of carbon could be

achieved in two ways: (1) by allocating even more

nitrogen to the upper layers of the vegetation and

less to the lower parts (Fig. 1a), and (2) by decreasing

the total leaf area per unit ground area (leaf area

index (LAI); Fig. 1b), thus decreasing the respira-

tory burden imposed by the lower leaves. For each

of the two alternatives, the benefits to be gained in

herbaceous vegetations are estimated to be 5–10%

(Hirose & Werger, 1987; Pons et al., 1989; Evans,

1993; Anten et al., 1995a). In stands of shrubs or

trees the situation might be more complicated, and

benefits might be lower (Field, 1983; Leuning et al.,

1991).

Why are the nitrogen distribution andLAI actually

observed in herbaceous vegetation not optimized for

maximal carbon gain? Most papers have studied a

monospecific stand, in which all individual plants

behave in exactly the same way. However, most

natural vegetation consists of a mix of plant species

that do not necessarily follow exactly the same

strategy (Hikosaka & Hirose, 1997). In this paper we

shall analyse the consequences of differing specific

leaf area (SLA, leaf area per unit leaf mass) of plants

competing for light. For ease of reference we shall

define these different plants as being of different

species. We shall examine the interaction between

the species by using game theory (Maynard Smith,

1982): a model is formulated in which a monostand

of a resident species (R), with an SLA that ensures

maximal canopy photosynthesis, will be invaded by

plants of another species (I). We analyse the

consequences of species I being able to change its

SLA at a given vertical distribution of nitrogen and

biomass. We shall show that the evolutionarily stable

strategy is such that SLA and LAI are higher and

nitrogen distribution is less skewed than in a mono-

stand in which the total carbon gain for the stand

is maximized. A consequence of these differences is

that total canopy carbon gain is lower.

   

The model basically extends the work of Hirose &

Werger (1987) and Anten et al. (1995a,b). To keep

this section brief, we describe the model somewhat

loosely; a full and rigorous derivation is given by

Schieving (1998). The derivation of some of the

equations is given in detail in Appendix 1. Abbrevia-

tions and parameters are listed in Table 1.

The assumptions

(1) A canopy is a perfect, homogeneous mixture of

two plant species. We shall characterize the total leaf

area of the canopy by the variable F
T
, the cumulative

leaf area of the canopy per m# of ground and thus the

LAI. As a descriptor of the distribution of total leaf

area over the vertical axis, we use Fh, which is the

cumulative leaf area above canopy depth h, h being

the distance from the top of the canopy.

(2) Leaf angle and absorption coefficient are the

same for the two species and constant with vegetation

depth. The absorption coefficient is independent of

the amount of nitrogen per unit leaf area. For sim-

plicity we consider leaf angle and absorption of both
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Table 1. List of parameters used in the model, and explanation of the abbreviations and units

Parameter Definition Units

a Leaf absorbance –

C
Tj

Net rate of carbon gain (gross photosynthesis®respiration) per mol CO
#

s−" per individual

individual of species j, with j¯R(esident), I(nvader) or

A(verage of all plants)

Fh Cumulative leaf area at canopy depth h m# leaf m−# ground

f h Leaf area density at canopy depth h m# leaf m−$ space

F
T

Total cumulative leaf area of the canopy m# leaf m−# ground

G
Tj

Gross photosynthetic rate per individual of species j mol CO
#

s−" per individual

gh Gross photosynthetic rate per unit leaf area at depth h mol CO
#

m−# leaf s−"

gh

max
Capacity of the gross photosynthesis-light curve at depth h mol CO

#
m−# leaf s−"

h Depth in the canopy, defined as distance from the top m

i! Irradiance in the horizontal plane just above the stand mol quanta m−# ground s−"

ih
a

Irradiance absorbed per unit leaf area at canopy depth h mol quanta m−# leaf s−"

K Light extinction coefficient –

mh

j
Leaf mass density per individual of species j at depth h g m−$

N
T

Total cumulative leaf nitrogen in the canopy mol N m−# ground

nh

m
Leaf nitrogen concentration at depth h mol N kg−" leaf

nh

a
Leaf nitrogen content per unit leaf area at depth h mol N m−# leaf

n
a min

Threshold leaf nitrogen content per unit leaf area for positive g
max

mol N m−# leaf

lh (Dark) leaf respiration rate per unit leaf mass at depth h mol CO
#

kg−" leaf s−"

L
Tj

(Dark) respiration rate per individual of species j mol CO
#

s−" per individual

s
g

Slope of the g
max

-n
a
relation mol CO

#
mol−" N s−"

s
r

Slope of the l–n
a
relation mol CO

#
mol−" N s−"

α Leaf angle (from horizontal) degrees

Φ True quantum yield mol CO
#

mol−" quanta

Π (Gross) photosynthetic nitrogen-use efficiency (PNUE) mol CO
#

mol−" N s−"

θ Curvature factor of the gross photosynthesis-irradiance curve –

σh SLA at canopy depth h m# leaf kg−" leaf

species to be equal, but the outcome of the model

does not critically depend on this. For a given leaf

area distribution and a given irradiance (i) just above

the canopy (i!), we can calculate both the irradiance

(ih) at each depth of the vegetation and, for a given

leaf angle and absorbance, the amount of light inter-

cepted by each leaf.

(3) The daily carbon gain of the stand is the differ-

ence between the gross assimilation rate (G) and the

respiration rate (L) of all the leaves. We consider the

area-based assimilation rate for a given leaf of a given

species to be related to the amount of nitrogen per leaf

area, whereas we assume the mass-based respiration

of that leaf to be correlated with the amount of

nitrogen per unit leaf mass. Area-based rates and

contents can be converted to mass-based values

through multiplication by the SLA, σ.

(4) The distribution of leaf mass and organic

nitrogen (and consequently the organic nitrogen

concentration) can vary throughout the depth of the

vegetation, but is the same for the two species. The

plants might, however, differ in their SLA distri-

butions. Thus, invading plants play the game by

distributing at each depth their leaf mass and

nitrogen over a larger or smaller leaf area, thereby

changing specific leaf area σ and nitrogen content

per unit leaf area.

(5) Water is assumed to be nonlimiting. There are

no differences in height between the species. Below-

ground processes and interspecific differences in leaf

longevity are not taken into account, and neither are

acclimation processes at the cellular level due to

changes in irradiance. Light intensity above the

canopy is constant during the day.

The winner of the game

The winner of the game is the species that forms a

monostand which cannot be successfully invaded by

any other species that adjusts its SLA. An invasion is

considered successful if individuals of invading

plants have a greater carbon gain than individuals of

the resident plants. The model is not dynamic and

does not keep track of changes in the number of

individuals of species R and I within or between

growing seasons. Rather, the absolute minimum of

an equation describing the difference in carbon gain

between the I plants and the average plant in the

vegetation is sought. In biological terms one could

envisage this as the process by which I plants,

if successful, completely replace R plants. New

invaders then change SLA relative to the new

resident plants, and the game is replayed. The end

situation is reached if no SLA mutation in any

direction and at any height in the vegetation can be

found that is more successful within the framework

of the model than the mutation analysed penulti-

mately. Plants of this species are considered to have

an evolutionarily stable strategy.
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The rules

(1) Irradiance within the vegetation decreases with

increasing distance from the top, following the

Lambert–Beer law. Taking into account the angle of

the leaf (α), the intercepted irradiance for leaves at

depth h (ih
a
) becomes:

ih
a
¯ i!Kexp−KF

h
, with K¯acosα Eqn 1

(i! is the irradiance in the horizontal plane just above

the vegetation, K the light-extinction coefficient and

Fh the LAI above canopy depth h for which the

irradiance has to be calculated).

(2) Gross leaf photosynthesis is a function of the

nitrogen content of the leaf and of the prevailing ir-

radiance. Gross leaf photosynthetic capacity per unit

leaf area (g
max

) is a linear function of the nitrogen

content per unit leaf area (n
a
), taking into account a

threshold value (n
a min

) :

g
max

¯ s
g
(n

a
®n

a min
). Eqn 2

(3) Whether a leaf achieves the maximum rate of

photosynthesis depends on the light climate. A

standard non-rectangular hyperbola is used to cal-

culate the actual rate of photosynthesis at each depth

h in the vegetation:

gh¯
(gh

max
Φih

a
®o(gh

max
Φih

a
)#®4ΘΦgh

max
ih
a

2Θ
, Eqn 3

(θ is the curvature of the non-rectangular hyperbola

and Φ the true quantum yield of photosynthesis).

(4) Leaf respiration per unit leaf mass (l) is

a linear function of the nitrogen concentration

(nitrogen per unit leaf mass) :

l¯ s
r
n
m
. Eqn 4

No distinction is made between day and night

respiration. Rates of photosynthesis and respiration

on a leaf mass or area basis can be easily inter-

converted if the SLA, σ, is known.

(5) Net carbon gain of an individual plant, neg-

lecting respiration of stem and roots, can be written:

C
T
¯G

T
®L

T
Eqn 5

with G
T

(gross carbon gain) being a function of the

leaf area of the plant and the rate of photosynthesis

per unit leaf area at each depth in the vegetation.

The rate of photosynthesis itself is determined by the

nitrogen content (n
a
) and the absorbed irradiance (ih

a
)

at that depth in the vegetation. Respiration of all

leaves of the plant taken together (L
T
) is a function

of the mass at each height and the nitrogen con-

centration per unit mass. Thus, total carbon gain per

plant is given by the integral :

C
T
¯&hT

!

dh [ fhg(ih
a
, nh

a
)®mhl(nh

m
)]

¯&hT

!

dhmh [σhg(ih
a
, nh

a
)®l(nh

m
)], Eqn 6

(h
T

is the total depth of the vegetation). Because Eqn

6 integrates processes over the depth of the veg-

etation, the leaf area and mass at depth h are now

indicated as leaf area density ( fh ; leaf area per unit

volume) and leaf mass density (mh ; mass per unit

volume), respectively. So far these equations are

similar to those given in Anten et al. (1995b). Anten

et al. also give the equations to calculate the optimal

distribution of nitrogen and leaf area that leads to a

maximal carbon gain per unit ground area.

(6) Having arrived at the ‘optimal’ distribution of

nitrogen and leaf area in a monostand, we then intro-

duce a second species into the model. In the first

round of the game, resident plants (R) have the

distribution characteristics of the optimal plants. The

second species (I) will follow another strategy, by

adjusting its SLA. The total carbon gain of an indi-

vidual of each of the species j, integrated over all

layers of the vegetation, is given by:

C
T,j

¯&hT

!

dhmh [σh

j
g(ih

a
, nh

a,j
)®l(nh

m
)], Eqn 7

(nitrogen content per unit leaf area is given by nh

a,j
¯

nh

m
}σh

j
).

Thus, according to Eqn 7 the difference in per-

formance between plants of species R and I is solely

the result of a difference in SLA.

(7) Given the fractions φ
R

and φ
I

of plants of

species R and I, respectively (with φ
R
φ

I
¯1), the

average carbon gain in the stand per plant (C
TA

) is

given by:

C
TA

¯φ
R
C

TR
φ

I
C

TI
. Eqn 8

(8) In its simplest form, a multispecies canopy

consists of two species. However, in principle, more

species could be involved. Therefore, following the

rules of game theory, we evaluate the performance of

species I, that is the carbongain of invader I expressed

per individual (C
TI

), relative to the carbon gain of the

average individual in the stand (C
TA

). In the case that

species I has increased SLA in all layers from σ to

(1δ).σ, the difference in plant carbon gain with

respect to the mean is given by:

Cδ

TI
®Cδ

TA
¯Cδ

TI
®(φ

R
Cδ

TR
φ

I
Cδ

TI
)

¯ (1®φ
I
)Cδ

TI
®φ

R
Cδ

TR

¯φ
R

[Cδ

TI
®Cδ

TR
], Eqn 9

(Cδ

Tj
denotes the rate of carbon gain of species j after

the small increase in SLA.) Because respiration in our

model is related to the nitrogen concentration n
m
,

which does not differ between residents and invaders,

respiration disappears from Eqn 9.

This equation shows what might be expected

intuitively: the greatest difference between species I

and the mean of the vegetation as a whole (and thus

the effect of the δ variation) occurs when the fre-

quency of I plants is low. The difference becomes
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less pronounced when relatively more I plants are

present.

As a matter of convenience we keep δ constant for

all layers of the canopy. However, by a calculus-of-

variation argument it can be shown that the same

results are obtained if δ is any smooth variation

function of canopy depth.

(9) For small variations, δ, we can write:

C δ

TI
®C δ

TA
¯

d

dδ
(C δ

TI
®C δ

TA
).δ Eqn 10

(The derivative d}dδ(…) is calculated at δ¯0.)

The effect of δ on the difference between the carbon

gain of the I plants and of the average plant in the

vegetation depends on the explicit form of Eqn 10.

In Appendix 1 we derive the following equation:

d(C δ

TI
®C δ

TA
)

dδ
¯φ

R&hT

!

dhmhσh9g(iha,nh

a
)®nh

a
.
¥g(ih

a
,nh

a
)

¥n
a

:.
Eqn 11

Thus, for a given change δ, the difference in carbon

gain between the I plants and the average plant in the

vegetation depends on the fraction of R plants in the

stand, the mass at each height, the SLA of species R,

and a term in parentheses. As long as the integral is

positive, a positive variation δ in the I plants leads

to a higher carbon gain per plant for the I-plants

than for plants of species R. In the game this could

be envisaged as a replacement of R by I plants, I

plants becoming the new R plants. This process

recurs until any change in δ (positive or negative)

causes no further increase in carbon gain. This is the

case if the resident plants satisfy at every canopy

depth:

g®n
a

¥g
¥n

a

¯0 Eqn 12

In this case, invaders will not be able to replace the

resident plants and an evolutionarily stable system

is reached.

Although the full model, as described by Schieving

(1998), focuses on the effect of enlarging the leaf area

at a given leaf biomass, SLA is not used explicitly in

the model. State variables are total leaf area and total

nitrogen only. To enable the visualization of the

changes in SLA, it is necessary to specify the con-

centration of nitrogen. As a matter of convenience

we assumed that the nitrogen concentration of the

leaves was 2.5 mmol g−" in all layers of the vegetation.

The model is robust in the sense that somewhat

different assumptions about the distribution of leaf

area, mass and nitrogen do not affect its outcome.

For example, if we assume that for each species SLA

is equal for all leaves along the axis, and that

invading plants can play the game by altering both

SLA and leaf nitrogen distribution, we also arrive

at Eqn 11.

Table 2. List of the values of the parameters used in the

graphical examples

Parameter Value

a 0.8

i! 1000 µmol quanta m−# s−"

n
a min

40 mmol N m−# leaf

s
g

0.33 mmol CO
#

mol−" N s−"

α 0°
Φ 0.063 mol CO

#
mol−" quanta

θ 0.8



An optimal monostand

For the convenience of the reader we show the

results of the analysis graphically for a given set of

parameters listed in Table 2. We started our analysis

with a stand consisting only of species R. Following

Anten et al. (1995b), we calculated, for a given

amount of leaf nitrogen per ground area (N
T
¯

400 mmol m−#), the optimal nitrogen distribution

for maximal canopy photosynthesis. Thereafter we

determined the leaf area index, F
T
*, for which

carbon gain of the canopy is maximized. The distri-

bution of nitrogen, expressed as nitrogen content

per unit leaf area, is shown by the broken line

in Fig. 2a. Usually, such a distribution is shown

as a function of cumulative leaf area. However, in the

game, the total leaf area alters. Therefore, we choose

to plot the relevant variables as a function of the

cumulative amount of nitrogen in the vegetation,

using equations given by Schieving (1998). The

distribution of nitrogen follows the distribution of

light in the canopy (Fig. 2b), whereas SLA follows

the opposite pattern (Fig. 3a). As expected, the

profile of gross photosynthesis follows that of light

and nitrogen (Fig. 3b), with low values at the bottom

of the canopy.

If we consider the optimal LAI for a range of leaf

nitrogen content per ground area, we see that it first

increases linearly with N
T
, with a slight hint of

saturation thereafter (Fig. 4a). Above an N
T

of 500

mmol m−#, larger amounts of nitrogen in the canopy

do not enhance gross canopy photosynthesis but

increase respiration, thereby decreasing net carbon

gain (Fig. 4b).

Invasion of the monostand by species I

Let us now assume a stand in which the leaf area

game is played. The game starts with the introduc-

tion of an infinitesimally small number of plants of

species I in the stand of species R. These invading

plants have the same distribution of biomass and

nitrogen as the R plants after they have achieved the

optimal carbon gain. They are well mixed in the

vegetation and because they are so few they do not

affect the light climate in the stand. In the game
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Fig. 2. (a) Leaf nitrogen content per unit area, and (b) intercepted irradiance plotted as a function of relative

canopy depth. Optimal stand (Opt, broken line) with a distribution of nitrogen that maximizes canopy

photosynthesis ; stand in an evolutionarily stable situation (ESS, solid line) at the end of the game. Relative

canopy depth is calculated as the cumulative amount of leaf nitrogen in the vegetation above a given point

divided by total leaf nitrogen in the vegetation, following Schieving (1998). These graphs show a numerical

example for a vegetation with a total leaf nitrogen of 400 mmol m−# ground area. Parameter values used in these

simulations are given in Table 2.
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Fig. 3. (a) Specific leaf area (SLA) and (b) rate of gross photosynthesis plotted as a function of relative canopy

depth in leaves of an optimal stand (Opt, broken line) and a stand in an evolutionarily stable situation at the

end of the game (ESS, solid line). Relative canopy depth is calculated as the cumulative amount of leaf nitrogen

in the vegetation above a given point divided by total leaf nitrogen in the vegetation, following Schieving

(1998). These graphs show a numerical example for a vegetation with a total leaf nitrogen of 400 mmol m−#

ground area. Parameter values used in these simulations are given in Table 2.

theory model these plants have the potential to alter

their SLA, and as a first option we assume that they

increase SLA at every canopy depth by 10%. As a

consequence, nitrogen is diluted over a larger leaf

area and the area-based rates of photosynthesis

decrease. However, in I plants this is more than

compensated for by a greater leaf area per plant.

Consequently, in the example of a stand with an

N
T

of 400 mmol m−#, total carbon gain of individual

I plants is 5% higher than that of resident plants.

Therefore, the result of the first round is that

the invaders perform better in terms of total plant

carbon gain and will replace the residents.

The evolutionarily stable end situation

After the first invasion, invading plants have repeat-

edly outcompeted the R plants and have become the

new residents, keeping their own specific SLA distri-

bution. This process continues until invaders cannot

find any SLA change at any height in the vegetation

to make them perform better than the residents. In

this stable end situation, SLA has increased to

higher values in all layers of the vegetation (Fig. 3a).

By comparison with that of the initial stand, ir-

radiance at the bottom of the canopy and the nitrogen

content per unit leaf area are lower, the latter

approaching the minimum value of 40 mmol N m−#.

Consequently, the rate of leaf photosynthesis has

decreased substantially in all layers of the vegetation

(Fig. 3b). Contrary to the initial phase, the increase

in LAI in the end phase of the game (Fig. 4b) leads,

for almost all values of N
T
, to a lower rate of canopy

photosynthesis than in the optimal stand. Only at

very low contents of nitrogen per unit ground area

in the vegetation does the leaf area game not have

an effect. In such a vegetation the LAI is very low

(Fig. 4a) and there is no competition for light. Thus,
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Fig. 4. (a) LAI and (b) canopy photosynthesis for an

‘optimal’ stand (a monostand in which canopy photo-

synthesis is maximized (Opt, broken line)) and a stand in an

evolutionarily stable situation at the end of the game (ESS,

solid line), for a range of leaf nitrogen contents per unit

ground area. Arrows indicate the results for an N
T

of

400 mmol m−#, used in the simulation presented in Figs 2, 3

and 6.

with the exception of very open stands, the evolution-

arily stable end situation has led to an LAI higher, but

to canopy photosynthesis lower than in the optimum

stand. As density was not changed, this implies that

carbon gain of each individual is also lower than in

the situation before the game started.



Specific leaf area and leaf area index

Specific leaf area is a parameter that is, apart from

environmental influences like irradiance, under

strong genetic control and differentiates between

functional groups of species. Thus, species from

infertile habitats, especially evergreens, have an

inherently low SLA, whereas species from fertile

habitats have high SLAs (Monk, 1966; Poorter & De

Jong, 1999). Low SLA in plants growing in nutrient-

poor habitats was possibly caused by selection

pressure. In such environments it might be a suc-

cessful strategy to increase the time nutrients are

resident in the plant (Berendse & Aerts, 1987; Aerts

& Chapin, 1999). This can be achieved in part by

increasing the life span of the leaves, which is

correlated negatively with SLA (Reich, 1998).

Mechanistically, this linkage could be explained by

the accumulation of lignin and other secondary

compounds in the leaves, which decrease the

attractiveness to herbivores, as well as by investment

in compounds and structures that facilitate survival

during dry, cold or otherwise unfavourable en-

vironmental conditions (Poorter & Garnier, 1999).

Possible evolutionary pressures leading to high

SLA have received less attention in the ecological

literature. Agricultural models show that before

canopy closure there is an advantage in having a high

SLA, both in terms of final yield in a monostand

(Gutschick, 1988) and in competitive ability in a

crop}weed situation (Spitters & Aerts, 1983). How-

ever, what happens after canopy closure? Obviously,

in fast-developing vegetation competition for light is

partly determined by the ability to position leaves

high in the vegetation (Barnes et al., 1990). Apart

from the insertion point at which a leaf is developing,

leaf angle (Hikosaka & Hirose, 1997) and amount of

biomass invested in a given leaf, it is possible for the

plant to modulate its SLA. Outcomes of the model

presented here show that such an evolutionary

pressure is possible. All else being equal, a mono-

stand of plants that have distributed leaf nitrogen and

area such that total carbon gain is maximized is sus-

ceptible to invasion by a species that can increase its

SLA. The advantage of the invading species is not

due directly to the fact that shade is cast on leaves

lower in the vegetation, because this affects leaves

of both the resident and invading species equally.

Rather, it is the increased light interception resulting

from enlargement of their leaves at each layer of the

canopy that increases the carbon gain of the invaders

(Gutschick & Wiegel, 1988). Moreover, by adjusting

SLA they optimize their nitrogen economy, as will

be discussed in the next section.

What is the upper limit of SLA? In the model, we

constrained SLA indirectly, by setting a minimum

nitrogen content per unit leaf area (n
a min

). For a

given nitrogen content per unit mass, SLA could at

most increase until the nitrogen content per unit leaf

area equalled n
a min

. This seems justified from the

perspective that a minimum amount of nitrogen

(in the form of DNA, RNA, non-photosynthetic

enzymes and other proteins) must be present before

a leaf can start to fix carbon. A positive value

for n
a min

is supported by a range of observations

(Hirose & Werger, 1987; Field, 1988; Pons et al.,

1989, 1993) but not all (Evans, 1988). From a bio-

mechanical perspective also, there must be an upper

limit of SLA, to prevent a leaf from becoming too

frail. At low irradiance SLA can occasionally exceed

80 m# kg−" (Corre! , 1983). However, these values

seem to be extreme, found in experiments in glass-

houses or growth rooms. Values for plants in nature

are generally lower, at least partly because of more

turbulent wind conditions, which decrease SLA

(Woodward, 1983).

The effect of increased SLA in a given stand

biomass is that LAI increases beyond the optimal

value for canopy photosynthesis. This is shown for

the numerical example (Fig. 3b), but can also be

proved within the analytical framework of the model
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Fig. 5. (a) Continuous curve c; the rate of photosynthesis

as a function of leaf nitrogen content per unit leaf area for

an intermediate irradiance. Variable n
a min

is the threshold

value for photosynthesis ; n
a
* is the point at which

photsynthetic nitrogen-use efficiency (PNUE) is maximal.

At this point the broken line l is tangent to curve c. For

more information see discussion section. (b) The rate of

photosynthesis as a function of leaf nitrogen content per

unit leaf area for leaves that experience different irradiances

within the vegetation. Open circles, points at which leaves

in the ‘optimal’ stand operate. Filled circles, leaves of a

stand in the evolutionarily stable situation at the end of the

game, where SLA is such that PNUE at leaf level is

maximized.

(Schieving, 1998). It is in line with conclusions by

several authors (Fig. 1b). We stress that the absolute

increases in LAI shown in Fig. 3a are higher than

expected. Our model is a simple one and is not aimed

at realistically mimicking the development over time

of a vegetation, including the carbon economy of

stems and roots and the water economy of the stand.

Rather, it is a framework in which we focus on quali-

tative trends that follow from some simple relations.

Given the results of this game theory model, we

suggest in plants growing in dense stands a selective

pressure towards a relatively high SLA.

Distribution of nitrogen and maximization of

photosynthetic nitrogen-use efficiency

Another phenomenon related to the carbon gain of

vegetation is the distribution of nitrogen. In plants

growing in dense stands the distribution of nitrogen

is more skewed (with higher content per unit leaf area

at the top than at the bottom) than in plants in open

stands. Therefore, one would expect that in the end

situation of the leaf area game, when LAI has in-

creased compared with that of the ‘optimal’ stand,

nitrogen distribution would be more skewed. How-

ever, this is not so. As in observations in analyses

of stands growing naturally, nitrogen distribution is

less skewed (Hirose & Werger, 1987; Pons et al.,

1989; cf. De Pury & Farquhar, 1997) (Fig. 1a). How

is this possible?

For plants growing naturally, several hypotheses

have been put forward to explain this phenomenon.

It might be that higher concentrations of nitrogen in

top layers are physiologically not achievable, as there

must be an upper limit to the amount of chlorophyll

and protein contained in 1 g of plant material (Pons

et al., 1989). It could also be that there is a limitation

to decreasing nitrogen in bottom layers. Retrans-

location might not be possible, or the costs for

retranslocation might be high and not met by the

relatively small benefits (Field, 1983). Sunfleck

penetration into the vegetation could increase the

return on investment lower in the canopy (Terashima

& Hikosaka, 1995; but see De Pury & Farquhar,

1995). Moreover, with potential herbivory at the top

of the canopy an extra layer of leaves lower down

would be valuable (Gutschick & Wiegel, 1988), re-

quiring for its function a certain amount of nitrogen;

consequently, distribution cannot be skewed too

much.

Another explanation follows from the model and

requires some insight into the relationship between

photosynthesis and leaf organic nitrogen. The ratio

between the two is the photosynthetic nitrogen-use

efficiency (PNUE) (Field & Mooney, 1986; Evans,

1989) and is for a leaf at depth h in the vegetation

given by:

Π(ih
a
, nh

a
)¯ g(ih

a
, nh

a
)}nh

a
Eqn 13

Of interest in this respect is how a dilution of the

available nitrogen over a range of leaf areas affects

PNUE. Fig. 5a shows an example of gross photosyn-

thesis as a function of leaf nitrogen content per unit

leaf area, at an intermediate irradiance, combining

Eqns 1–3. Mathematically, the leaf nitrogen content

at which PNUE is maximal can be found by differ-

entiating PNUE with respect to n
a
:

¥Π(nh

a
)

¥nh

a

¯
1

(nh

a
)# 9nh

a

¥g(ih
a
,nh

a
)

¥nh

a

®g(ih
a
, nh

a
):. Eqn 14

Eqn 14 becomes zero at the nitrogen content at which

n
a
¥g}¥n

a
¯ g. From Fig. 5a it can be shown that this

must be where the straight line (l) through the origin

is tangent to the curve (c). This is the point at

which PNUE is maximal, n$
a

indicating the leaf

nitrogen content at which this occurs.

How do these equations relate to the leaf-area

game described earlier? In the description of the

model, it was stated that variation in SLA had no

effect any more when n
a
¥g}¥n

a
¯ g at every canopy
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Fig. 6. In situ photosynthetic nitrogen-use efficiency

(PNUE) as a function of the depth of the vegetation, for an

optimal stand (Opt, broken line) and a stand in an evolu-

tionarily stable situation at the end of the game (ESS,

continuous line). For more detail see the Fig. 2 legend.

depth (Eqns 11, 12). This coincides exactly with the

condition in which PNUE is at a maximum (Eqn

14). Therefore, within the model, a population that

can resist invasion of leaf area players must have

maximized PNUE for all its leaves.

A consequence of PNUE maximization is that

nitrogen distribution of plants in these stands does

not maximize the carbon gain of the canopy. A visual

proof is given in Fig. 5b, where a family of curves,

each representing a different irradiance, relates gross

photosynthesis to nitrogen content per unit leaf area.

Because leaves lower in the canopy experience low

levels of light, photosynthesis curves saturate at low

n
a

levels, implying that the n$
a

for which PNUE

reaches a maximum is lower for leaves at the

bottom than at the top of the canopy (Fig. 5b, closed

circles). However, it also implies that the slope

n
a
¥g}¥n

a
is different for the different layers. This

is at variance with the condition formulated by

Field (1983), that slopes should be equal at each

depth in order to maximize canopy carbon gain.

These operating points are indicated in Fig. 5b by the

open circles. As shown by Hikosaka & Terashima

(1995), differences between leaves that maximize

PNUE and those that maximize carbon gain are very

small at low irradiance but substantial at high

irradiance. The consequence of the strategy of

maximizing the PNUE of individual leaves is that

the carbon gain of the stand is not maximal (Fig. 4b).

This is the tragedy of the commons: the strategy that

would maximize the carbon gain of all individual

plants in the stand is not evolutionarily stable. Such

a stand will be replaced by plants that play a different

strategy, the end result being a stand in which total

carbon gain is lower.

An implication of the lower carbon gain of the

canopy at a given amount of leaf nitrogen per ground

area is that the PNUE is lower in the evolutionarily

stable situation at stand level. At first, this might be

surprising, because we have concluded that the leaf

area game is played up to the point at which PNUE

is maximized. However, it should be stressed that

invaders maximize the PNUE of each leaf for the

light climate that they experience. Stands in the end-

game situation have higher LAI and consequently

are characterized by lower light levels, especially low

in the canopy (Fig. 2b). Consequently, at a given

depth h the rate of photosynthesis of the lower leaves

is less in the evolutionarily stable than in the optimal

stand, as is PNUE (Fig. 6). This is not fully

compensated for by higher PNUE in the upper part

of the evolutionarily stable stand, thus PNUE of the

whole stand decreases. The form of the photo-

synthesis–nitrogen relationship is crucial to this

analysis. The family of curves shown in Fig. 5 has a

threshold value for nitrogen content (n
a min

), below

which no photosynthesis would occur. If such a

threshold did not exist, no SLA could be found for

which PNUE is maximal and there would be a

tendency to ever-increasing SLA. This is in line

with simulations of Evans (1998), who showed that

leaves with the lowest photosynthetic capacity per

unit area and the highest SLA have the highest daily

rate of photosynthesis per unit biomass.

Our model suggests a tendency for SLA and

thereby PNUE of plants in dense vegetation to

increase. Interestingly, in comparative experiments

a strong correlation between SLA and PNUE is

often found (Poorter & Evans, 1998); species with

higher SLA also have higher PNUE. In plants

grown in controlled conditions at intermediate light

intensities the main reason is that nitrogen content

per unit area in low-SLA species is high, resulting

in high photosynthetic capacity. Because light is the

limiting factor for photosynthesis in such an environ-

ment, part of the assimilatory machinery is not used,

leading to low PNUE (Pons et al., 1994; Poorter &

Evans, 1998). In plants grown at high irradiance,

additional factors play a role, but PNUE of low-SLA

species would still increase if they were to spread

their leaf biomass and nitrogen over a larger leaf

area (Poorter & Evans, 1998).

Outlook

We stress that the model presented in this paper is a

rather simplified representation of real vegetation.

Although more complexity would not necessarily

improve insight, we think that there are at least four

points at which progress could be made. First, we

assumed constant and uniform light conditions

throughout the day. Changes in irradiance, the angle

at which light penetrates the vegetation and the

separation between direct and diffuse light can be

of importance in determining the distribution of

nitrogen within the canopy (Gutschick & Wiegel,

1988; Evans, 1998). Second, we did not consider

differences in shoot height or leaf angle between the

two species, factors known to have a strong effect on

light competition (Barnes et al., 1990; Hikosaka &
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Hirose, 1997). Third, we assumed respiration to be

directly dependent on nitrogen content, as found by

Hirose et al. (1997), Anten et al. (1998) and Reich

et al. (1998). However, at least part of night respira-

tion is related to the amount of photosynthesis fixed

during the preceding day (Ludwig et al., 1975; Pons

& Pearcy, 1994). Because leaves low in the vegetation

operate close to the light-compensation point, the

implication could be that their respiration rate is

lower than would be expected on the basis of their

nitrogen content. This in turn could imply that the

net carbon gain of the canopy is underestimated at

high LAIs (Ludwig et al., 1965). A fourth point is

that we focused on the 24-h carbon gain of a stand

with a given amount of leaf nitrogen. Inclusion of the

real growth process, including turnover of leaves,

might yield further insights. However, the conse-

quence of including these processes into the model

would be that results could be obtained only by

means of numerical simulations rather than by a

relatively simple analytical solution.



The model formulated here shows the tragedy of the

commons: plants that distribute their nitrogen at a

given stand biomass in such a way that canopy photo-

synthesis is maximized are outcompeted by plants

that follow a different strategy. Within the frame-

work of the model, an evolutionarily stable strategy

is achieved by increasing SLA to the point at which

PNUE is maximized for each individual leaf.

Consequences at stand level are that LAI is higher

and nitrogen distribution less skewed than in a

canopy in which carbon gain is maximized. There-

fore, canopy carbon gain as well as carbon gain of

the individual plants are lower.
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The difference in net carbon gain between the plants

of invading species I and the average plant in the

stand is given by:
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Expanding the above expression gives:
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Here σh and nh

a
are the SLA and nitrogen content

per unit leaf area of species R plants. The nitrogen

content of the I plants can be written as:
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}(1δ) Eqn 17

It should be noted that the respiration rates

disappear from the expression C
TI

®C
TA

and that the

(1δ) variation affects the total leaf area, the nitrogen

content per unit leaf area and the irradiance at the

leaf level.

Because δ is small, we can write:
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Interchanging differentiation and integration

gives:
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Expanding the derivative d}dδ [..] in the integrand

part of Eqn 19 gives:
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By the chain rule:
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Eqn 21

This gives for Eqn 20, evaluated at δ¯0:
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Substitution of the above expression into Eqn 19

gives:
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As pointed out in the main text, if this integral is

positive, the invading plants will outcompete the

resident plants.


